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This supplement has been created to enable me to
keep in touch with members who I have an email
address for. If you know any members who don’t have
the email magazine but would like to receive any
supplements that I send out, then tell them to contact
me.
It also gives me an excuse to leave the workshop
tinkering and gardening for a break.
This hasn’t been Proof Read, so enjoy yourselves
findung the mistukes.

© APMC 2020
No part of this Newsletter may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, chemical,
mechanical or optical, including photocopying, recording, or by any other means, or placed in information storage
or retrieval systems, without the written permission of the APMC.
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EDITOR’S RAMBLINGS Geoff Davies
How are you all coping with the lock down. If anyone
has a problem and needs help, let me know and maybe
we can find another member in their area, who could
offer assistance.
Originally it looked as if we could still get out on our
bikes and head for the solitude of the back lanes,
moorlands and valleys. Now you are limited to short journeys for a purpose.
I am running out of material for the magazine, there no events to report on to
fill the pages. You’ve all probably got a lot of spare time for a while. Now’s
your chance to write something for the magazine. Fact or fiction are
welcome, or even a mix of both. A couple of photos always help None of
you have had boring lives, so tell us your tales.
I’ve been getting my bikes out, switch the petrol on, start up, then switch the
petrol off. I then see how many laps I can do of my drive, without putting a
foot down, before the full carb of petrol runs out. Big singles only last about
four laps, my Honda 400F, with four cards, lasts for sixteen laps It’s not an
easy task, because of the hairpin turns, by the gate and the garage doors. The
neighbours think I am going Stir Crazy but there's a limit to how much
workshop tinkering and gardening I can do. I’ve already done the basic
layout for the next three magazines.
I’m thinking of
setting something
up, as in this
cartoon, but with the
addition of a screen
in front, showing
one of the videos of
a lap around the TT
course. Mount the
bike on a cradle, so
that I can lean it
from side to side for
the bends. I’ll
probably pass at
arranging the jump
at Ballough Bridge.
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Book Review – March 2020

Slow Burn - The growth of Superbikes and Superbike racing
1970 to 1988
Following on from his excellent hardback work ‘Racing Line’ (published by
Veloce) on the golden age of the big singles in the British racing scene,
author Bob Guntrip turns his attention to the growth of Superbike racing on
the world stage.
Arguably now World Superbikes is more popular than Moto GP due to the
close resemblance of the bikes on the starting grid to those that sit in the
motorcycle dealerships on sale to the public. Certainly the manufacturers did
- and still do - use Superbike racing to test their street-bike designs helping
themselves, distributors and dealers develop and improve their motorcycles
with the mantra of ‘race on Sunday, sell on Monday’ still being very relevant.
It has been a highly competitive training ground for grand prix riders, but,
amazingly, riders who excel in Superbikes do not always do well in Moto GP
and likewise riders of the pure racing factory machines do not always do well
on Superbikes.
Simply look at the history of World Superbikes and you see a world
championship that started in 1988, won by American Fred Merkel on a
Honda. It was to go on and make household names of the likes of Carl
Fogarty, Colin Edwards, Troy Corser and James Toseland, to name just a few
of the World Champions it has produced.
But, what Guntrip has done is go back in time and look at how the series
came about, how several different series around the world - all using similar
machinery but with different rules - were combined into one which captured
the racing fans imagination in every country.
As he quite rightly points out, it was an eighteen year slow burn that all
started in California with a rider by the name of Steve McLaughlin (whose
father had a Honda and Ducati dealership) who was, in fact, racing twostrokes, but noticed the fans were more interested in watching Ducatis, Moto
Guzzis and Honda CB750s at a race he was at.
Whilst that race might have sown the seed in his mind, it was not until the
1980’s when, having retired from racing, that he was lured back from the TV
industry by Daytona track owner Jim France to pull together into one the
various series that were taking place in UK, America, Australia and Europe.
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Based in Paris, France, he eventually got the FIM and everyone to work to
the same set of rules, as well as getting the factories to agree to support the
racing –the rest, as they say, is history.
By contacting the team managers, riders and mechanics who were part of the
various championships - as well as those journalists reporting on the various
series – Guntrip has pieced together an insight as to how the various elements
of each combined to produce the race series that we know today. Eight
chapters take the reader through the various different aspects that combined
to produce the bikes and racing that power-slide their way around the world’s
tracks today.
As one expects these days the quality and layout of this latest Veloce
publication is excellent and it is easy to dip in and out of. Contained within
the 256 pages are all the great riders of the period and the epic battles that
took place as they fought for supremacy, along with some good colour action
shots from the races.
You can read about the rapid growth of technology, from pushrods to twin
cams, carburation to fuel injection, and the evolution of the motorcycle frame
as it moved from steel to alloy as all the manufacturers like Honda,
Kawasaki, Suzuki, Yamaha, Ducati and Aprilia have used the series to test
and improve road bikes for their customers.
You do not need to be a pure racing fan to get something from this book,
anybody that was and is riding many of the bikes of the era will find it just as
fascinating as the race enthusiast. Like his previous work, it is well written
and entertaining and whilst imparting a lot of information, it does not bore
with the minutia.
Certainly if you have read the few books written about the actual series then
you definitely need this to explain where it originated and the people
responsible. But, whatever your interest - be it road or race - it is well worth a
read and well worth the competitive cover price of £25.00. ISBN:
9781787113169
Ian Kerr MBE
Available from all good bookshops or direct from the publisher Veloce at
www.veloce.co.uk
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Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum
Press Release
Sadly due to the Coronavirus restriction the Motorcycle Museum is
currently closed and we have therefore had to cancel all our planned
events for April and May. However the Spring Auto Jumble due to
take place on 3rd May has been postponed to Sunday 13th
September, we will keep everyone posted and will confirm this new
date as soon as we are able to.
We hope that by the beginning of June the Government will be
allowing large gatherings to take place and that the Sammy Miller
Motorcycle Museum will be fully open, including our wonderful new
10,000 sq ft extension, along with the craft shops and Tearooms.

Vintage Japanese Bike Day 7th June 2020
We are very much hoping that this event, which showcases some of
the most wonderful Japanese bikes, can take place but we will follow
Government advice and plan for June 2021 if the situation remains as
it is or that large gatherings are not permitted. The organiser and the
Museum will keep you up to date by email, Facebook, Twitter etc.
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Rickman Enthusiasts Day
June 2020
We are being positive that with the help of everyone ‘Staying at Home’
to give our wonderful NHS a chance to get on top of this virus, we can
still hold our most successful day of 2019, the Rickman Enthusiasts
Day.
Last year we had the
world’s greatest collection
of Rickman motorcycles on
display and of course Don
and Derek Rickman were
there in person chatting
with everyone and signing
many autographs! Trade
stands and interesting
displays will once again be
there for everyone to enjoy.
Don’s 1902 Ariel will be on
display, a bike which Don restored and successfully rode in the
London to Brighton Rally in
2019.
Sammy Miller will be there
to meet each and every one
of you, be available to chat
about his bikes and regale
stories of his many wins as
a World Champion trial
rider.
This is also Father’s Day, so
what a great time to come
together to celebrate Life,
Dads and Bikes!
One of our best and biggest events and Chelsea Borchert,
Rickman Enthusiasts Day organiser, receiving her much
deserved award from Don and Derek
Other events we plan to hold are:
Norton Day – 14th June
Italian Day – 5th July
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26th

Harley Day July
th
Scooter Day – 9 August
Two Stroke Day – 16th August
Goldwing Day – 23rd August
Autumn Auto Jumble – 13th September
The Museum
We will keep you up to date on all our events and are sure that when
you visit, you will be very impressed with our new extension. We have
re-organised the museum so that our extensive range of bikes can be
seen in their full glory, with icons such as the world famous GOV 132.
Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum
Bashley Cross Road
New Milton
Hampshire
BH25 5SZ
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ENTRIES NOW INVITED | CONSIGN TODAY

Offered directly from the estate of the late Les Williams,
1930 AJS 346CC R7 RACING MOTORCYCLE
£25,000 - 35,000 *
To be offered at the Spring Stafford Sale, 24 – 26 April 2020

COMPLIMENTARY AUCTION APPRAISAL
To discuss any aspect of selling or buying
collectors motorcycles at auction, please contact
your nearest specialist, the London office or
visit bonhams.com/motorcycles to submit
a complimentary auction appraisal request.

ENQUIRIES
London
+44 (0) 20 8963 2817
ukmotorcycles@bonhams.com
bonhams.com/springstafford

* For details of the charges payable in addition to the final hammer price, please visit bonhams.com/buyersguide

From The Ireland Veteran and Vintage Motor Cycle Club

The Café Racer Generation
Before The Beatles had put British music on the map, there was another
sound that was helping define youth culture in the late 1950s. This was a
time when televisions were monochrome, the miniskirt was yet to hit the
high street and landing on the moon was still a fantasy. It was also a time
when British motorcycles were the ultimate on two wheels and the country
was waking up to a unique Brit bike engine hum.
The era was to be defined by young men across Britain getting their thrills
from reaching the fabled 100mph benchmark. Helping create the legend of
the cafe racer, they had a love affair with speed and passion for the open
road. The Ton Up Boys had arrived. This new and unique culture was like
nothing before.
To understand its origins, we have to go back to the 1940s when Britain was
coming off the hump of WWII. Britain needed to pick up the pieces of its
shat-tered society so to help mobilise its people and jump-start the country
back to life, many ex-army motorbikes were hitting the second-hand market
for road use. For the first time since bikes started to replace the horse and
cart, two-wheeled transport was again adopted by civilians in their
thousands. Motorcy-cles were helping industrialise a stagnant post-war era
and were becoming part of everyday life. By the 1950s, the young boys who
had fantasised over the speed record-breaking, poster pin-up Black Shadow
(released in 1948) were growing up. Britain had climbed out of its post-war
recession and the country was in evolution. More and more people could
afford to buy cars at the time.
Motorcycles were typically the transport of choice for a generation of young
men who weren’t in danger of conscription to the military. But these were
teenagers looking for excitement in the wake of their fathers’ heroic WWII
ex-ploits. As a result, a distinct youth culture was emerging — with
motorcycles at the heart of it. Centred on rebellion and a carefree attitude,
Britain’s teen-agers moulded their new philosophies around highway
“trucker” cafes. These were only a freshly imported idea from trendy
European and American influ-ences at the time. Rock ‘n’ roll was fast
becoming the soundtrack of the time as more and more hangouts started
sprouting up. These places would cater for the young rockers who were
racing from cafe to cafe in every British city. Fuelling the capital’s youth,
London’s roadside stop, the Ace Cafe, was soon among the most prominent.
Popular for its quick eats, cheap coffee and jiving jukebox, the Ace was most
notorious for the North Circular.
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This was a high-speed road that the Ton Up Boys would use as a drag strip to
ride past the cafe at full throttle. The bikers would gather in their hundreds
and race against the clock — and each other — to neighbouring hotspots
such as the Busy Bee cafe or Chelsea Bridge tea stall. Tony Wilson was 19
when the ton up culture was rising to prominence in his native London.
Living within 2km of the Busy Bee, Wilson and his self-labelled gang of
rocker pals
merged seamlessly into this exciting new two-wheeled world. “Coming of
age during the ton up years was an experience I wouldn’t change for the
world,” Wilson states in the thickest of cockney accents. “In those days, our
lives cen-tred around care free fun. All we were interested in was girls and
bikes—but not necessarily always in that order. “While chasing chicks was a
hoot, our real kicks came from riding bikes. I don’t think we were aware at
the time that we were part of something that would be remembered as a
legacy—it was just what we did after work. We’d meet up at the ‘Bee, race
to the roundabout and back again—always flat out. On weekends we’d head
to the Ace. Any bike that couldn’t do the ton could f**k off.”
The press labelled the likes of Wilson and his thrill-seeking mates as hooligans and a social nuisance—typecast that would forever taint the motorcycle
world. Despite this and an immeasurable amount of crash casualties, a whole
generation of young riders could not be deterred. “People were killed all the
time,” Wilson explains. “I remember a group of four riders died in one
collision. A week later a man and his wife came off—they had a Royal
Enfield with a sidecar and were trying to keep up with a crew round the
bends. She lived, he didn’t. “We all had spills, though some of us were
lucky—it was just part of it. I came off three times in a week once … I
remember being more worried about repairing the bike than I was about the
broken arm I suffered in the last crash.”
By the 1960s, British motorcycles had entered their most infamous era. The
rockers had a notorious status of young, low-life thugs who travelled
everywhere at 100mph—a stereotype based on the racers’ adoption of speed
as an ideology. For them, the idea that motorcy-cles were simply an everyday
mode of transport had died with their grandfathers. Now motor-bikes were a
means to platform their identity in a closed social scene which had a unique
culture. This culture was, in many ways, defined by the leather jacket. Influenced by ‘50s American culture, the bikers’ leather jackets were more than
just a fashion accesso-ry. They would go on to be the symbol of the rebels
with its origins that can be found in German military uniforms.
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Brandishing patch-clad jackets with proud intent, Britain’s motorcycling
youth were becoming distanced from conventional society. The cafe racers
were staunchly committed to the ton and a full throttle lifestyle, regardless of
the consequences. “We didn’t hate tweed-wearing society, we just thought
those people were boring,” Wilson says with a glint in his eye. “Our lifestyle
was loathed by the mainstream; for us, that was the approval we needed.” In
a similar way to many of today’s riders, the rockers back then considered
bikes to be the last frontier of freedom. The motorcycles they centred their
lifestyle on were the throbbing heart of cafe racer culture and the essence of
the thrills and adrenalin that the Ton Up Boys sought. Among their singleand twin-cylinder weapons of choice, Norton and later Triumph were the
most popular. The bikes all had one thing in common though: they were
typically customised in homage to the Isle of Man TT road racers’ machines
of the time. Unknow-ingly, the rockers and Ton Up Boys were crafting a
style that would become familiar to motorcycle fans across the world:
dropped handlebars and rear-set pegs for ultimate aerodynamics and balance
— the cafe racer.
By the end of the decade, with more and more of the rockers maturing into
adulthood, the influence of a new generation of teenagers was starting to
build. Mod culture was spreading as fast as the Ton Up Boys had done just a
few years before. But in their designer suits and pointy loafers, the Mods
were everything that the rockers weren’t. They hung out in chic bars and
clubs that played newfangled progressive music. Most significantly of all, the
Mods rode Italian Lambretta and Piaggio scooters. Spreading from London,
this distinct new culture, with origins that stemmed from a thriving European
influence, was a sign of Britain moving forward into a new era.
As with any period of change came the dissent. Infamous clashes between
Mods and rockers highlighted the opposing philosophies between these youth
cultures. Britain’s press capitalised on public interest around the issue to
vilify all two-wheelers. As the media spun their stories on biker violence,
Japanese motorcycle manufacturers were sneaking into the British market
through the back door. Japanese bikes were reliable, practical, understated,
no-frills ma-chines that didn’t have a notorious reputation. “The police
started coming down hard on the scene,” Wilson recalls. “It got to the point
where Brit Bikes were being singled out so riders started losing their
licenses. One guy I knew was forced to put a new paint job on his Bonnie
and start riding in a disguise, using goggles and a scarf to make sure the cops
didn’t recognise him. Funnily enough, it didn’t work for very long.”
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Japanese bikes were on the rise and would be here to stay. Soon, the Japanese would go on to lead almost every sector of the motorcyclemarket. It can
be argued that the Brit bikes of the ‘60s pushed the industry to new realms
and inspired, in one way or another, many bikes that would be developed
over the decades to come. If proof is needed to support this claim, the legacy
of Brit Bikes speaks for itself. Triumph still produces the Bonneville in
different guises. The new-age Bonneville, just like the new Norton
Commando, Moto Guzzi V7 range or BMW R nineT, among others, pays
homage to the original cafe racers.
“I know it’s a cliché, but one song became the soundtrack to our lives —
‘My Generation’ by The Who,” Wilson concludes. “Even though it was an
anthem for the Mods, I still can’t listen to it without being totally enchanted
by the lyr-ics: People did try to put us down. We didn’t care if we died before
we got old. We weren’t trying to cause a big sensation. It was just our
genera-tion ...”
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Estaban Ellana from
the Classic Motor Club
Denia in Spain with a
very nice Matchless.

Steve McQueen in 1964
riding for the USA Vase
Team, in East Germany.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2020
June, 11th Run of Something Strange. Details page 7.
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